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OR DE R  R E LE A S E

The order releasing module of DATASCOPE WMS includes all aspects of 
releasing orders into a distribution center. This module includes the 
following functionality:

A U TO - R E S E R VAT ION  RU LE S
The order releasing module includes 
several tools to release sales orders into 
the Distribution Center. A key aspect of 
releasing orders is the reservation of the 
stock that will be picked. This is very 
important for two reasons:

1. We cannot release picking slips to the 
warehouse where there is insufficient 
stock and,

2. Where the stock is taken from is vital 
to the way the software optimizes the 
picker movements

A simple example of a reservation rule is 
to reserve all full carton picking from a 
bulk location and fine picking from a pick 
face location. Allocating the stock like this 
is important as it optimizes the picking 
efficiency and keeps the warehouse clean.
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A complex example of a reservation rule may include hundreds of lines of code. These complex 
rules are managed through the DATASCOPE WMS plug in architecture where custom reservation 
rules can be written and imbedded into the software.

The rule can both programmatically calculate the most optimal stock to pick but it can also 
calculate and allocate the cartons to which product must be picked into.

S A LE S  OR DE R  R E LE A S E
This module is a simple to use screen where SYSPRO sales orders and SCT’s can be reviewed 
and released to the warehouse for picking. The module includes the Auto reservation logic as 
described above.

S A LE S  OR DE R  WAV E  R E LE A S E
This module is used extensively for reviewing orders and releasing them in logical waves. The 
module has a wide range of filter options which the user selects to build up the required picking 
wave. This is a highly configurable screen that allows a wide range of selections.

Once the desired sales order lines have been found the software allows the user to auto 
reserve the lines as described in the section above called: “Auto reservation Rules”. This 
is done across all selected sales orders and lines and caters for lines loaded in any unit of 
measure. Lines are color coded to indicate their line fill rate – red vs green, line type (such as 
non stock) or sales kit type.

Lines can be replaced on the sales order from within DATASCOPE if there is insufficient stock 
and an alternate sku is available. Additionally, lines can be flagged for urgent replenishment 
if the order clerk wishes to prioritize certain items.

Now the data can be sorted and dragged up to look at customer fill rates and minimum 
order values. Where possible the orders can be released in single MSN’s (Master Shipment 
Numbers). This allows us to checkout and ship those orders together to save on freight costs.

The program then releases the picking slips into the warehouse as printed sheets, barcoded 
labels or without any printed documentation. In this environment, the user can “fetch work” 
or be assigned picking slips from the PC front end.

S Y S P RO  PA N E  R E LE A SING
Another way to release orders which is more applicable to trade counter environments is 
the DATASCOPE WMS SYSPRO releasing Pane. This is a software pane that is installed and 
imbedded into the SYSPRO sales order maintenance screen. As new orders are loaded the 
operator working in SYSPRO releases the DATASCOPE WMS picking slips from within the SYSPRO 
screen. This still applies the DATASCOPE Auto Reservation rules settings.

REVIEW ORDERS AND 
RELEASE THEM IN 

LOGICAL WAVES
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M A S T E R  S HIP M E N T  N U M BE R S  ( MSN )
Orders can be grouped and linked to common master shipment numbers to optimize freight 
costs. The individual picking slips will flow separately through the warehouse during picking 
but would be consolidated at the checkout stage.

P I CK  S LIP  R E V IE W
This screen gives the user a great overview of all picking slips in various statuses. The data 
is shown in a grid which can be sorted, filtered and pivoted. The screen is used extensively 
in the warehouse to monitor progress. DATASCOPE WMS picking slips can flow through the 
following statuses:

1.  Created (pick slip created)
2.  Printed (pick slip printed or released for picking)
3.  Assigned (pick slip is linked to a pickers name)
4.  Started (at least one item has been picked)
5.  Picked (all items have been picked)
6.  Checked (the picking slip has been through a packing and checking station)
7.  Invoiced/DNote (the order has been invoiced or a dispatch note released)
8.  Dispatched/Shipping (pick slip has left in a shipment)
9.  Complete (complete)
10.  Loaded and Unloaded (used in client runs their own delivery vehicle fleet)

NON-S TO CK  P I CK ING
DATASCOPE WMS includes a module to manage SYSPRO non-stock order lines. This can be 
setup to automatically prompt the user at the time of receiving a purchase non-stock product 
that is linked to a sales order. A label or set of labels is printed and placed on the product. This 
label clearly identifies the product and the customer and sales order that it belongs to.
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The labelled product is moved directly to the dispatch area and place into a dispatch cage.

The balance of the sales order is released to the warehouse for picking. This takes place like 
any other pick until it gets to checkout. At checkout, the software reminds the user that there 
is a non-stock line waiting in dispatch. The checkout consolidates the order and confirms the 
stock before the invoice or dispatch note is released.

PI CK ING  S T R AT EGIE S
The DATASCOPE WMS software includes a wide range of picking strategies that can be 
configured and applied by warehouse. Many then feed into the Packing and Checkout 
strategies described further on in this document.

GE N E R A L  P I CK ING  F U NC T IONS  A N D  S E T T INGS
Pick Slip Assigning

All picking starts with an assigning process. In this process DATASCOPE WMS can apply rules 
such as blocking a picker from starting a picking slip for a customer when there is another 
older picking slip for the same customer that should be picked first.

Bin Type Picking

In DATASCOPE WMS one can set the picking detail level by bin type. For instance, one can 
set that unit picking be applied when picking from pick face bins while pallet picking can be 
applied to all bulk locations.

Stock code / Barcode scanning

All picking strategies have an option to force the user to scan the stock code or barcode 
associated with the product.

Quantity auto-populating

Most picking strategies allow the user to enter the quantity or can auto populate the quantity 
based on the area in which the user is picking.

Over and under picking tolerances can be applied to warehouses in conjunction with supervisor 
overrides. Permissions exist to pick from alternate TrackIDs and skip lines.

P I CK ING  S TR AT EGIE S  A N D  OP T IONS
Pick to pallet

This strategy is the simplest of all the DATASCOPE WMS strategies. Here the picking screens 
direct the picker to move through the warehouse picking a single order. The detailed picking 
screen allows configuration of the quantity entry field. In some cases, the picker scans the 
bin and TrackID and simply enters the quantity on the keyboard. In other configurations, the 
picker will scan each stock code or barcode of the item as it is picked.

Sequenced picking (Consolidated picking)

This mode works for many of the other picking strategies. For instance, we can apply 
sequenced picking to the “Pick to Pallet” above. Here a picker is assigned with several picking 
slips. The picking screen then directs the picker through the warehouse in a single wave but 
the screen jumps between the picking slip lines in the order of the picker movement. The 

A WIDE RANGE OF PICKING 
STRATEGIES CAN BE  

CONFIGURED AND APPLIED
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result is that the picker will have completed all assigned slips by the time they end their 
picking cycle. This works very well with picking cards with levels or “pigeon holes” where each 
pick slip is placed.

Pick to Box

This strategy is designed for warehouses where it is important to fine pick product directly 
into a box or carton as the picker moves through the warehouse. The screens allow the picker 
to pick and scan the product to a carton as they move through the warehouse. Very often this 
strategy is used with one of the mass based checkout systems described below.

Carton Picking

Carton Picking is quite different to “Pick to Box” above. This strategy is used in warehouses 
that pick high volumes of cartons per order. The scanner understands that a user will move to 
a bin location and pick cartons of product. The solution allows for labeling of the carton during 
the picking process.

Pick to tote

The Pick to Tote is very similar to the “Pick to Box” above but we are picking into reusable 

totes. Each order may end up with multiple totes that would be checked out using the 
DATASCOPE Tote Checkout module (see checkout strategies below). Additionally, multiple 
orders destined for the same customer can be picked into the same tote and checked and 
shipped together.

Pick to label/license plate

This picking strategy allows a picker to pre-label a pallet or carton that will be used for shipping 
and then pick product to that TrackID. This means that we can pick pallets for shipping without 
having to repack in the checkout area. A simple scanner or mass check could be used to check 
the product before invoicing.

Unit pick/grocery pick

Unit Picking understands that all product must be scanned during the picking process. This is 
used in fine picking environments where the product is costly. As each product is picked the 
Picker will scan the EAN number on every product as it is picked into a carton or cart.

Serial scanning

Although the full serial module of DATASCOPE WMS is only due for release in the future, there 
is a simple version of serial picking included in the software now. This does not work with 
SYSPRO serialization module. In this mode, stock codes are flagged as serialized using 
a SYSPRO custom form field. Then during the picking process, the scanner will prompt the 
user to scan serials when required. This simply records the serialization data for reporting 
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purposes. Although a simple process, it is quite effective for companies wanting to report on 
serial sales detail. Standard reports show what serials have been sold to which customers on 
what order and at what date.

Other/Alt UOM pick

There are many times where a customer has configured the sales take-on process to load 
sales order lines in a different pack size to the stocking unit of measure in the warehouse. As 
an example, we may load sales order lines for product A is cases but we hold the stock in the 
warehouse in units. In these cases, the DATASCOPE WMS software will convert to packs during 
the picking process to ensure that the picker cannot pick a decimal of a case which would fail 
to ship when the sales order line is released for invoicing.

UPC/Inner pack/case pack picking

This picking strategy is applied in warehouses that pick product in various pack sizes 
(UPCs). The software understands that each pack size would have a different barcode. The 
product itself would probably have an EAN barcode or UPC barcode. The same product packed 
as six units would have a different barcode and if packed as a set of twenty four it would have a 
further barcode. The software then directs the picker to the bin where he/she can simply scan 
the cartons of product and the software will tally up the remaining quantity to be picked. Very 
often the picker will be picking a case of twenty four, three boxes of six units and two loose 
units at the same bin location.

MHE based picking

This mode of picking allows for the assigning of material handling equipment (MHE) types to 
each sales order line during the Order Releasing process based on where stock is reserved 
from and how much stock is reserved. The result is that a single order could be split into full 
pallet picks given to forklifts; mixed SKU pallet picking given to man-ups; and single SKU carton 
picking at the lower levels of the warehouse given to pickers with carts or trolley jacks. The 
MHE configuration options are very wide when this mode is further split to warehouse 
areas. Considering that the order releasing rules (auto allocation rules) can be customized, a 
very detailed MHE management solution can be implemented.

Dynamic area picking

This picking strategy is used for very large warehouses where we want to split the picking slip 
down by areas within the warehouse. As an example, a warehouse could have an area for all 
paint products while all tools could be in their own area and so on. Bulk locations could also 
be defined as separate areas. All orders are then released to the warehouse but across these 
areas. A picker or pickers are then assigned to each area and they action the required picking 
for their area. All picks are scanned to unique tote numbers which flow through to a checkout 
consolidation area. A load balancing tool ensures that no area can pick a pick slip too far ahead 
of its linked areas.

Carton cubing and full case picking

The Carton Cubing strategy is used to dynamically calculate a cartons content during the order 
releasing process. The setup allows us to use the products volume data in SYSPRO to work out 
how the cartons should be packed. These cartons are then released to the warehouse and the 
product is picked and packed according to the calculation rules. Where a full carton could be 

 A DETAILED MHE 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION 

CAN BE IMPLEMENTED
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picked the software dynamically splits these out to a separate label printer. The result is that 
a large order may release with thirty mixed SKU cartons which will be picked in the fine picking 
area based on the cubing rules while a further fifteen cartons would be picked directly from 
bulk storage locations.

Bulk pull down picking

Some larger warehouses prefer to manage a consolidated bulk order pick to a floor location 
from which the orders are then picked and invoiced. This is managed through our directed 
replenishment module. A range of orders is selected in the software using standard filter 
options or by entering a list of orders to release. The calculation then runs to generate a 
consolidated demand which is scheduled as a detailed direct replenishment. Often this 
process is applied through a night shift. Then once all the product has been staged in 
the picking area the orders are released to picking slips and the product is picked, packed 
and invoiced from the stacked area.

Voice and Conveyor System

One of the most advanced picking strategies within the DATASCOPE WMS solution is the 
conveyor based voice picking module. This is more than a picking strategy. It is a full 
distribution center model to optimize the picking and packing of high volume fine picked 
orders. Here orders are released into the warehouse using the carton cubing logic explained 
above. Carton labels are printed and apply to cartons which are induced onto a conveyor 
system. The cartons then move down the conveyor to the required picking zones. Once 
all items are picked the cartons flow over an in-line mass check station and on to a lidding 
station before being diverted into one of the dispatch area packing directs. Here the orders 
are consolidated and handed over to a LSP.
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